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Abstract: The electron density distribution (EDD) of a tet-
rasaccharide composed of four benzoylated fructopyr-
anosyl units was obtained by refinement with scattering
factors from the invariom library. X-ray diffraction data
was downloaded from the Cambridge Structural Database
(CSD). Bond topological and atomic properties were
obtained by application of Bader’s QTAIM formalism.
From a large number of 105 C–C bonds in the molecule
average bond orders for 33 single and 72 aromatic
bonds were calculated yielding values of 1.33 and 1.61.
Molecular Hirshfeld and electrostatic potential (ESP)
surfaces show that only weak non-covalent interactions
exist. The phenyl rings of the benzoyl fragments in the
outer regions of the molecule generate a positive ESP
shell with repulsive properties between adjacent mole-
cules. Weak surface interactions result in a rather unusual
low density around 1.3 g cm−3, which is understandable
when compared to other carbohydrates where strong
O–H⋯O hydrogen bonds allow a 20%more dense packing
with densities >1.5 g cm−3 as determined by single crystal
X-ray diffraction.
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1 Introduction

Carbohydrates played an interesting role in the history of
crystal structure analysis. They documented the problems

and progress in crystal structure research in the last cen-
tury. The first entry of a carbohydrate in the Cambridge

Structural Database (CSD) [1, 2] was pentaerythritol in 1937

[3], 25 years after the discovery of X-ray diffraction. Until

1950 only 20 further carbohydrate structures were added.

Of special interest is the structure of sucrose, since it is,

next to sodium chloride, one of two compounds consumed

daily in gram amounts by humans in the crystalline state.

In contrast to sodium chloride, which was the first crystal

structure ever solved (already in 1913 [4]), it took further

40–60 years until structures based on X-ray and neutron

diffraction of free sucrose were published [5–8].
Promoted by the activities of the school around George

Jeffrey from the Department of Crystallography, University
of Pittsburgh, a large number of carbohydrate structures
appeared then, starting in the early 1950s. Until the 1990s,
about 2000 such crystal structures were published, docu-
mented by Jeffrey and coworkers by a series of annual
summaries, resulting in a lead article in Acta Crystallog-
raphica in 1990 [9]. Today more than 7400 carbohydrate
structures are listed as belonging to the carbohydrate class
in the CSD.

In 2007 we reported an electron density (ED) analysis
of sucrose based on a full aspherical multipole refinement
of a high-resolution data set of ca. 86,000 reflections (sinθ/
λ = 1.15 Å−1) measured at 20 K [10]. Later we added a room
temperature low-order data set of sucrose (ca. 2600
reflections, sinθ/λ = 0.59 Å−1) and performed an invariom
refinement [11], where fixed multipoles were taken from a
library of non-spherical scattering factors [12, 13]. It turned
out that the invariom based topological descriptors, and
bond topological and atomic properties, were indeed
comparable to the results of themultipole refinement using
high-order data, and within the limits of transferability
indices introduced by Grabowsky et al. [14].

These findings encouraged us to carry out an invar-
iom based ED study of a larger carbohydrate, the title
tetrasaccharide, consisting of 236 atoms. Syntheses of
β-D-fructopyranosyl oligomers were reported by a group
around Feng Lin and Yingxia Li [15] to provide a route to
inulin type oligo fructosyl units. Inulin is a linear oligo-
saccharide mixture consisting of 30 or more fructose
units. In the course of the synthetic work, the title tetra-
saccharide was crystallized and a conventional X-ray
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structure determination was recently published by these
authors [15]. Theymeasured an exceptionally high quality
X-ray diffraction data set at a temperature of 173 K up to a
resolution of (sinθ/λ)max = 0.60 Å−1. This data was
extracted from the Cambridge Structural Database, CSD,
refcode DAYMUO [1, 2], and used for this study. The
invariom formalism [12, 13] allowed reconstructing the ED
of the molecule, which was further analyzed. This
approach permits a more accurate refinement, followed
by further analysis of the ED to be performed, also for
conventional low-resolution X-ray data sets. Since the
aspherical description of the atoms is deduced from a
library of fixed multipole contributions and applied in
least-squares refinement, results can be obtained that
would otherwise require a data set of high resolution.

With one exception, all OH groups at the fructopyr-
anosyl rings are replaced by benzoyl groups reducing
hydrogen bonding options. Hence, the potential presence
of weak non-covalent interactions in the crystal structure is
an interesting aspect of this work.

2 Results and discussion

2.1 Structural properties

The molecular structure in the crystal is shown in Figure 1
in MERCURY representations [16]. In contrast to inulin, all
fructose units are in the pyranose form. The atomic
numbering scheme from Ref. [15] was maintained. As ex-
pected, the pyranosyl rings are in chair conformations 1C4,
more precisely 2C5 in the notation for a keto sugar, as
indicated by the θ-values of the Cremer & Pople puckering
parameters [17, 18], which are close to 180°. This holds also
for free β-D-fructopyranose [19]. The 2 → 1 glycosidic
linkages all exhibit a -gauche-trans conformation, see also
Figure 1 (bottom).

The 12 phenyl rings that are part of the benzoyl groups
are all planar. Most of them form insignificant interplanar
angles. Exceptions are the ring pairs P12/P23 and P32/P43,
which are coplanar with interplanar angles of 6.5(4) and
8.9(1)°, respectively. Their interplanar distances are 5.32
and 5.28Å. A closer approach is seen between rings P21 and
P33 (to 4.24 Å) with an interplanar angle of 35.9(3)°.

Due to the absence of all but one OH group, only one
O–H⋯O hydrogen bond exists, namely O(2)–H(1)⋯O(34),
the primed oxygen atom being related by a translation
in x-direction. In addition, PLATON [18] lists seven
intermolecular C–H⋯O contacts with C⋯O distances of
3.04–3.55 Å.

2.2 Electron density results, bonding and
atomic properties

An illustration of the non-spherical ED distribution in
the form of deformation densities is shown in selected
intramolecular planes in Figure 2, confirming the proper
assignment of the library multipoles. Deformation densities

Figure 1: MERCURY representations [16] of the title compound.
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. The contributing
tetrabenzoylpyranose sugars are numbered (I)–(IV). The benzoyl
phenyl rings and their centers (shown in yellow) are numbered P11,
P12,… P43 in the representation (top). To make the pyranosyl rings
and the glycosidic linkages more clearly visible, the benzoyl
substituents are omitted in the representation (bottom).
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in the O–H⋯O and a C–H⋯O hydrogen bond region are
shown in Figure 3. The O–H and C–H bond vectors are
directed towards the accepting oxygen-atom lone-pair
region.

For a quantitative analysis of the electron density,
Bader’s QTAIM formalism [20] was applied to yield bond
critical points (BCPs) and atomic properties. Averages of
bond critical point properties (BCP’s, defined by the
property that the gradient ∇ρ(r) vanishes at this point) on
the covalent bonds are given in Table 1. For a summary of
all BCP properties on the covalent bonds (and ring critical
point properties) see Supplementary material, Table S1.
There is a large number of 105 C–C bonds in the molecule
which permits a reliable statistic. One can distinguish two

carbon–carbon bond types: 33 single and 72 aromatic
bonds. From the electron density ρ(rBCP) at their bond
critical points, the topological bond order nB was calcu-
lated [21]. We obtain averages nB = 1.23(6) for the single,
and 1.71(6) for the aromatic bonds. In an earlier study on a
rotaxane, where averages over 22 single and 46 aromatic
bonds were calculated, bond orders of 1.03 and 1.61 were
derived [22]. In the present case, electron delocalization
for the C–C single bonds can be discussed. For the 54 C–O
bonds, three types can be distinguished as specified in
Table 1. They show the expected behavior and do not need
further discussion. Ring critical points rcp were identified
for the 4 pyranosyl and the 12 phenyl rings, see also
Table 1.

Figure 2: Deformation densities in selected intramolecular planes: Above left: C(19)–O(26)–C(23), above right: C(19)–O(25)–C(18); below:
phenyl ring through C(103)–C(107)–C(104).
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Topological properties of the intermolecular hydrogen
bonds (HBs) are summarized in Table 2. The HB energy
of O–H⋯O units is around 10 kcal mol−1 [23], indicating
a weak HB. The ρ(rBCP) values on the BCPs of the C–H⋯O
HBs are all very low, so that in total the intermolecular
interactions in terms of HBs are marginal. As a result,
the packing in the crystal is less dense than in carbohy-
drates, with their larger number of hydroxyl groups giv-
ing rise to more or less strong hydrogen bonds. We
refer to the low density of the crystals of the title com-
pound of 1.32 g cm−3 as determined by XRD. For compari-
son, β-D-fructopyranose, β-D-glucopyranose and sucrose

have a much higher density of around 1.55–1.60 g cm−3.
Non-substituted oligosaccharides, as for example the tet-
rasaccharides coded PEKHES or STACHY10, or the penta-
saccharide trehalose (DEKYEE) [1, 2], have a substantial
higher density, 1.50 g cm−3 or higher. In all those cases, the
molecules are linked by a variety of hydrogen bonds.

Atomic properties [25] were calculated by integration
over the atomic basins bound by zero flux surfaces of the
gradient vector field∇ρ(r), which subdivide a structure into
transferable substructures. The algorithm introduced by
Volkov et al. [26], as implemented in the XDPROP subpro-
gram of XD [24], was used. To illustrate the atomic

Figure 3: Deformation densities in the
planes of the intermolecular hydrogenbonds
O(2)–H(1)⋯O(34) and C(107)–H(88)⋯O(24).

Table : Selection of averaged bond topological properties, For details see Table S in the Supplementary material.

Bond Length (Å) ρ(rBCP) (e Å−) ∇ρ(rBCP) (e Å−) εa Nb C–C bond order nb
c

O–Csp
.() .() −.() .() 

O–Csp
.() .() −.() .() 

O=C .() .() −.() .(–) 

C–C(arom) .() .() −.() .()  .()
C–C(single) .() .() −.() .()  .()
rcp

d (phenyl) .() .() 

rcp
d (pyranosyl) .() .() 

aThe ellipticity ε is defined by (λ/λ) –  with λ and λ being the two principal negative curvatures of ρ(r) at a BCP. It is a measure for the
asphericity and hence the double bond character of a bond. bN = number of entries contributing to the average. cThe bond order nb was
calculated as nb = exp[C(ρ(rBCP) − C)], with C = . and C = . []. dring critical points.

Table : Summary of hydrogen bonding topologies, data from PLATON [] and XDPROP [].

D–H⋯A D⋯A (Å) H⋯A (Å) D–H⋯A (deg) ρ(rBCP) (e Å−) ∇ρ(rBCP) (e Å−)

O()–H()⋯O()a .() .() .() . .
C()–H()⋯O()b .() .() .() . .
C()–H()⋯O()c .() .() .() . .
C()–H()⋯O()d .() .() .() . .
C()–H()⋯O()c .() .() .() . .
C()–H()⋯O()e .() .() .() . .
C()–H()⋯O()d .() .() .() . .
C()–H()⋯O()f .() .() .() . .

aSymmetry code:  + x, y, z; bSymmetry code:  − x, / + y, −z; cSymmetry code:  − x, −/ + y, −z; dSymmetry code: − + x, y, z; eSymmetry
code − + x, − + y, z; fSymmetry code x,  + y, z.
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properties in different neighborhoods, a fragment con-
sisting of a pyranosyl ring with one benzoyl substituent is
plotted in Figure 4 together with the atomic properties in
this region, which is representative for all other groups.
The oxygen atoms carry a strong negative charge close
to −1 e, which is in part compensated by the charge of the
directly bonded carbon atoms. Carbon atoms C(1) and C(25)
bonded to two oxygen atoms are more positively charged
than the other carbon atoms in the pyranosyl ring.

All carbon atoms of the phenyl rings have atomic
charges close to zero. Atomic volumes of the formal sp3

hybridized atoms at the pyranosyl ring are smaller than
those of the sp2 carbon atoms of the phenyl rings. Obvi-
ously, the number of neighboring atoms has a small but
noticeable influence on the atomic volume within each of
these two groups. The hydrogen atomof the onlyOHgroup,
which is the donor of an O–H⋯O hydrogen bond, has an
extremely small volume close to 1 Å3, and a rather high
atomic charge. The phenyl hydrogen atoms have twice the
charges of the pyranosyl ring hydrogen atoms, and
contribute to the positive electrostatic potential belt of the
molecule, see next section.

The volume of the entire molecule, as obtained from
the summation over the atomic volumes, is 2436.81 Å3. It
reproduces half the unit cell volume (Vcell/2 = 2452.0 Å3)
within less than 1%, which is a good check whether the
integration procedure has worked properly.

2.3 Electron density, Hirshfeld and
electrostatic potential surfaces

Hirshfeld surfaces [28, 29] can provide information about
intermolecular interactions based on local ED concentra-
tions. Mapping the aspherical ED by a color code onto this
surface, ED concentrations indicate sites and strengths of

these interactions. The electrostatic potential (ESP) makes
sites of molecular polarization visible, where positive and
negative ESP regions can be identified. The joint informa-
tion that ESP and Hirshfeld surfaces provide helps to
understand interactions and reactivity of a structure of
interest. The generation of both types of surfaces was
carried out using the graphical software MOLISO [27].

In Figure 5 the Hirshfeld surface of the title molecule is
represented. Due to the large size of the molecule, this
surface is difficult to display and to interpret. We note that
there are only small and weak signals (see also the color
bar on the left in Figure 5). The viewing direction was
chosen to highlight ED concentration at the donor and the

Figure 4: The pyranosyl ring (IV) with one
benzoyl substituent (P41) is displayed
together with atomic charges and volumes
of carbon and oxygen atoms (in blue). Not
shown: average charges/volumes at the
pyranosyl hydrogen atoms H(2)⋯H(6) are
0.08(2) e/7.5(12) Å3, at the phenyl
hydrogen atoms H(30)⋯H(34)
0.15(1) e/8.0(14) Å3.

Figure 5: Electron density mapped onto the Hirshfeld surface of the
benzoylated tetrasaccharide. Small ED concentrations are seen at
the donor and acceptor sites of the O–H⋯O hydrogen bond, and
occasionally at one of the C–H⋯O HB’s (drawn with the program
MOLISO [27]).
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acceptor site of the only O–H⋯O hydrogen bond. Some
additional signals occasionally appearing on this surface
representation stand for a few C–H⋯O interactions. For
comparison, we have generated the Hirshfeld surface for
sucrose (Figure 6). On this surface, broad and strong sig-
nals (compare the color bar with the one for the title
molecule shown in Figure 5) are easy to interpret. The ED
concentrations indicated by white circles are caused by
some of the strongest hydrogen bond interactions in
sucrose.

The ESP surface shown in Figure 7 was calculated by
using the method of Volkov et al. [30] with the XDPROP

subprogram of XD2006 [24], and color coded onto the
0.067 e Å−3 (=0.01 a.u.) ED [27] isosurface. The terminal
phenyl rings of the benzoyl groups cause a positive ESP on
the outer shell of the ED isosurface, so that a rather strongly
positive ESP belt exists. The oxygen atoms of the benzoyl
groups cause an almost neutral ESP. A weakly negative
ESP in the interior at the pyranosyl oxygen atoms is visible

through a pale red coloring. In total, we see a polarization
from the positive ESP belt in the outer regions of the
molecule towards neutral and negative regions in the
interior. The almost completely positive outer surface is
expected to lead to repulsive forces with adjacent mole-
cules in the crystal. This result explains the less dense
packing mentioned before, as also suggested by the weak
signals on the Hirshfeld surface.

3 Conclusions

The invariom formalism relies on Bader’s transferability
concept in that the electron density and derived properties
of a functional group or an atom should be transferable
between similar chemical neighborhoods [31]. In the title
compound, a large number of atoms are in a comparable
neighborhood. Therefore, only 24 different invarioms had
to be assigned to the 256 atoms for least-squares refine-
ment. From this model, which is easy to establish, the
derived electron density was analyzed.

In addition to bond topological and atomic properties,
molecular surfaces were evaluated. The Hirshfeld surface
does not show any strong ED concentrations, meaning that
only weak noncovalent contacts do exist. This is in line
with an unusually low density of around 1.3 g cm−3, which
is small when compared to that of other carbohydrates,
where strong O–H⋯O hydrogen bonds allow a 20%
more dense packing as determined by single crystal X-ray
diffraction.

Figure 6: Electron density mapped onto Hirshfeld surfaces of
sucrose; above: transparent representation with the molecular
skeleton visible, below: non-transparent representation; four of the
strongest hydrogen bonds are indicated by local electron density
concentrations (representations generated with MOLISO [27]).

Figure 7: Electrostatic potential of the title compound. For guidance,
the sites of the pyranosyl residues are labeled in roman letters, see
also Figure 1 (representation with MOLISO [27]).
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The electron density, as derived from the aspherical
invariom model, provides additional quantitative infor-
mation on bond topological and atomic properties and on
molecular surfaces with acceptable effort. The main chal-
lenge of the analysis is not the application of the invariom
model, but to measure a properly resolved X-ray data set,
which is not easy to obtain for larger oligosaccharides.

4 Invariom refinement

The invariom refinement of the title compound followed
the same procedure as reported earlier [22]. Making use
of the data set reported in Ref. [15], aspherical-atom
modeling was carried out with the software INVAR-
IOMTOOL [32]. Scattering factors from the invariom library
up to the hexadecapolar level, including κ parameters,
were assigned to all atoms. Hydrogen-atom positions were
idealized, and riding model constraints were generated
with INVARIOMTOOL. After invariom transfer, a least-
squares refinement of positional and displacement pa-
rameters (anisotropic for non-hydrogen atoms, isotropic
for hydrogen atoms) was carried out with XDLSM of the
XD2006 program suite [24] until convergence was achieved.
Selected crystallographic data and figures of merit are
summarized in Table 3.

In the refinements the quantity ∑w(h)3(|Fo(h)|2
−|Fc(h)|2)2 was minimized, using the statistical weight

w(h) = 1/(σ2(Fo(h))2). Only structure factors which met

the criterion  Fo2 ≥ 2 σ Fo2( )were included in the refinement.

Atomic and multipole parameters are presented in the
Supplementary material, Table S3.
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